Money Secrets: Keys to Smart Investing

Does money make you uneasy? Does the
fear of losing money keep you awake?
Would you like to be smarter about your
money? Money questions plague all of us
at one time or another and penetrate every
aspect of our lives it doesn t matter how
old you are or how much money you have.
Money questions like: Do I have enough?
Will I have enough? What is enough? Kim
CurtisMoney Secrets: Keys to Smart
Investing has the answers you are looking
for. You will get solid, realistic and
action-oriented guidance from one of the
top wealth management advisors in the
country. She has money questions for you:
Do you want to protect your financial
future? Would you like to financially
survive and thrive, through the unexpected
twists and turns that the economy, your
career or your family members create?
Does having an investment strategy that
encompasses your highest vision for
yourself versus what others think you
should have important? Money Secrets
provides a front row seat to what the
financial industry doesnt want you to know
about investing, from an insider who
believes you deserve the truth.
The
financial services industry works hard to
keep its secrets to itself. Money Secrets:
Keys to Smart Investing reveals those
secrets. Did you know that over 90 percent
of so-called financial advisors are in the
business of sales? Did you know that most
who work for brokerage firms, banks and
insurance companies, make money by
selling products from their employers grab
bag?That means that every stock, every
trade, every mutual fund everything most
advisors recommend you buy; you invest
in; put into your portfolio gives them a
kickback of some type. And with that, they
may not have your best interest in mind.
Money Secrets: Keys to Smart Investing is
a common-sense approach to planning and
investing wisely. Think of Money Secrets
as your protective armor delivering critical
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questions to ask any prospective advisor.
Questions that few think to ask.

His advice boils down to three key points: Dont spend too much. In The Thin Green Line: The Money Secrets of the
Super-Wealthy, The Little Book of Common Sense Investing, endorsed by Warren The One-Page Financial Plan: A
Simple Way to be Smart About Your Money, by Carl Richards. - 44 secUse these tips to help you make smart
investments. From smart investing to aggressive saving to launching a business, check out in the makinghave figured
out the keys to financial success.Raising Money-Smart Kids: How to Teach Your Children the Secrets of Earning,
Saving, Investing, and Spending In order to navigate out of this carousel please use your heading shortcut key to
navigate to the next or previous heading. Raising Money Smart Kids: What They Need to Know about Money and How
to Tell.Dave Ramseys investing philosophy isnt complicated and can be replicated by anyone who is interested in
investing. Find out how he invests his money!The investing legend shares the secrets to his success. + READ . It is a
gross oversimplification to say that the key to investing is to buy low and sell high. This quote If youre smart, youre
going to make a lot of money without borrowing..Kim CurtisMoney Secrets: Keys to Smart Investing has the answers
you are looking for. You will get solid, realistic and action-oriented guidance from one of the top wealth management
advisors in the country. 5 Keys to Smart Investing Lets say your money is earning 4% and inflation is running between
3% and 4% (its historical average). Ms. Curtis is author of Money Secrets: Keys to Smart Investing published by
Financial Literacy Press. She lives with her family in Denver, Book: Secrets Self-Made Millionaires Teach Their Kids
WHO ITS FOR: Parents interested in sharing some key financial wisdom with their and brutal, Fall in love with work
Spend smart, Security doesnt exist and Money is infinite. They invest their money today so theyll have more tomorrow.
A diversified portfolio and long-term view are key to success, experts say.Im a junkie for anything claiming to divulge
the secrets of how the rich got that way. After all, I coach business owners and investors on how to build wealth, Money
Secrets: Keys to Smart Investing, by Kim Curtis, is a well researched and equally well written analysis that is primarily
concerned with finding and developing a relationship with a competent and honest financial advisor. Some books are
immediately relevant, and this slender volume is one of them.Money Secrets: Keys to Smart Investing by Kim Curtis.
Money Secrets provides a front row seat to what the financial industry doesnt want you to know about Learn the secrets
of making money and the keys to becoming financially Over the years, the frequency in which Ive seen investors delude
10 Smart Money Moves From Superstar Savers One of the secrets to attaining financial independence is that it doesnt
usually just happen. 6 Key Musts On Finding Time For Building Your Financial Future . Its one of the best ways to get
a good return on your investment, whether you are salaried orThat means that every stock, every trade, every mutual
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fundeverything most advisors recommend you buy you invest in gives them a kickback of some type. And with that,
they may not have your best interest in mind. Money Secrets: Keys To Smart Investing is a common-sense approach to
planning and investing wisely.
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